
boo witches hat table decor free

more projects, tips & techniques at Joann.com®
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

•  Core’dinations®: 

Paper: Shazam, Whammy, Wizard 
12"x12" Paper Pack: Black Tie 
Sand It Gadget 
Dust Buddy Cloth

• 3M® Foam Mounting Tape & Quick-Dry Adhesive
• Cricut Expression® 2 Machine 
• Cricut® Cartridges -- Essentials, Alphabet & Wild Card 2

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Using Essentials cartridge (in E2) cut an 11" circle from CT Black (Core Couture) - <Compass> @ 11".  Cut that 
circle in half.  Roll & shape half circle into a tight cone shape, stapling ends together. 

2. Cut another circle using E2 & Essentials cartridge <Compass> @ 5 1/2 from Whammy.

3.  Place cone shape on top of scored circle (backside) & lightly trace outline of cone opening, centered.  Gently 
crumple/scrunch up piece of cardstock & then carefully fold back out into shape, gently pressing out the creases.  
Sand over wrinkles using the Sand It Gadget and clean off with Dust Buddy.  Cut out inside circle out, leaving 
approx. 1/2" space between pencil markings.  Using scissors, make small slits all around inside cut-out circle & 
gently fold upwards.  Place some adhesives on inside bottom edge of cone & on the cut-out little tabs on circle. 
Place cone on top of circle and gently press together to adhere pieces.

4.  Accordion Flowers: Cut 3 strips measuring 12" x 1" from Wizard.  Use a border punch along 1 edge of each strip.  
Make scored lined approx. 1/2" apart (on each strip) and sand the lines. Accordion-fold each strip & adhere ends 
together. Press down on shaping flowers into place, put a little tab of glue in center & squish together.  Adhere to 
a 1" circle (from Wizard) on backside using glue.  Punch out four 1” circles from Whammy. Lightly sand around 
edges of circles.  Cut out letters BOO  using E2 and Alphabet cartridge, 3/4" in size on backside (orange) of 
Shazam. Adhere letters to center of each purple circle; & adhere circles to center of each accordion flower.  Adhere 
flowers to bottom edge of witch’s hat using foam tape.

5.  Skull: Using the E2 and Wild Card 2 Cartridge: Cut <Skull-s> @ 3" from Whammy (backside – purple color.  
Cut <Skull-s> Layer @ 3" from Whammy (front side). Lightly sand top image (black side) around edges, adhere 
overtop of larger die-cut image. Adhere  accordion flowers on hat using foam tape.

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 1-2 hours

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
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